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English: 
We will be continuing with ‘Sky Song’ this half term, having spent the last three 
weeks writing descriptively about the Kingdom of Erkenwald.  This half term, we 
will be writing an internal monologue to show how Eska would be feeling trapped 
inside the music box under the Ice Queen’s control and a non-fiction explanation 
page about one of Flint’s magical inventions used to battle against the Ice Queen 
and the warriors of Winterfang Palace. 
 

Maths: 
In maths, we will be recapping our previous fractions, decimals and 
percentages learning and then focus on finding fractions and percentages of 
amounts. We will be exploring complex word problems and use bar models to 
unpick and represent the problems. We will also learn about ratio and 
proportion and solve problems involving unequal quantities e.g. ‘for every egg 
you need three spoonfuls of flour’.  
 

Foundation Subjects: 
PE:  
Our PE days this half term are Wednesday and 
Friday. On a Wednesday, our new sport is tennis, 
on a Friday, we will be continuing with dance. 
Please ensure that your child has the appropriate 
PE kit on these days.  
History: (moved from Spring 2 to Summer 1) 
Our History unit is ‘Crime and Punishment’. We 

will explore how British crime and punishment 

systems have changed over time and the impact 

this had on people that lived at the time. Using 

evidence, we will decide which punishments were 

most successful in reducing crime and how 

developments shaped crime and punishment 

today.  

PATHS: 
We will be completing our ‘Conflict Resolution’ 
unit this half term, exploring examples of conflict 
and how our actions can both escalate and de-
escalate conflicts.  
PSHE: 
This half term, we will be learning about ‘Work 

and Money’. We will be exploring Influences and 

attitudes towards money and financial risks. 

 

Science:  
Our science unit this half term is ‘Forces that Oppose Motion’.  There 
are three key ideas that we will exploring within this unit:  

 air resistance and water resistance are forces against motion 
caused by objects having to move air and water out of the way. 

 friction is a force against motion caused by two surfaces rubbing 
against each other. 

 some objects require large forces to make them move; gears, 
pulleys and levers can reduce the force needed to make things 
move. 

 
 

How can you help your child at home? 
Reading:  Please read with your child for at least 15 minutes a day. 
Spelling:  Please help your child to learn the spellings that they have been set on Spelling Frame.  
Maths:  Please help your child learn their multiplication and division facts.   
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Guided Reading: (continued from Spring 2) 
We will continue to use Mirror, Mirror (A Twisted Tale) in Guided 
Reading this term.  We will be developing fluency and thinking 
about intonation and pace whilst reading. We will also continue 
to practise answering different question types (including retrieval, 
inference, word meaning, and summarising) and develop longer 
answers ensuring that we are using evidence from the text to 
justify statements. 


